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Greed
A deafening wave of noise travelled through the beautiful room,
which was decorated with sparkling balloons and streamers. A stunning
banner was strung on the wall. Delicious aromas waf ted through the
room, including the fresh smell of fruits, candles and pastries. What a
wonderful sight, I thought when I spotted many mouth-watering dishes
on the table. It was a feast fit for a king!

“Welcome, Mary!” John exclaimed, as he welcomed me in.

It was the first time I had been invited to a party. An enormous
cake sat on the table. I could not believe my luck. I would get to eat a
cake made by the best bakery in town!
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Greed
The glimpse of the cake made me as hungry as a wolf that had
not eaten for days. I knew what I was thinking was wrong, so I resisted
the temptation. Many of John’s friends had already arrived. The
moment they saw the delicious cake, their mouths watered. I could tell
they desperately wanted to eat it too…

John soon called everyone to play some party games. Although I
really wanted to play the games, I had a brilliant idea. Why did I not
think of this before? I thought.

“Mary? Do you want to play with us?” John asked, impatiently.

I shook my head and John stumbled away, puzzled. John knew I
loved party games …
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Greed
I looked to the lef t. I looked to the right. The coast was clear.
Hurriedly, I bolted to the kitchen. Touching the sleek, elegant cake knife,
I felt a pang of guilt.

“Don’t do it!” the angel scolded, “John is your best friend!” I put
down the knife, walking out of the kitchen.

“Do it! No one will know that you ate the cake if you cut a sliver
at the back!” shot back the devil. I gave in to the devil. Retreating back
to the kitchen, I cut myself a sliver of the cake and savoured the rich,
sugary taste. One slice lead to another and before I knew it, I had eaten
almost half the cake!
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Greed
THUMP!
THUMP!
THUMP!

I froze in terror. Footsteps!

Panicking, I dropped the knife and ran out of the kitchen. As the
knife fell on the ground, I wondered what John would say. Would he be
angry? But there was no time to think about that now. I raced down the
hall.

“Time to sing the birthday song!” John chirped happily.

The sight before his eyes was a half-eaten cake …

How was this possible?
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Greed
Instead of crying, John’s eyes flashed suspiciously around the
room, like a bear deciding what to eat for breakfast. A loud bellow filled
the room.

That was it. I could not stand the guilt any longer! Shakily, I stood
up with knees, sof t like a jelly and owned up.

John’s face was as red as a tomato.

“You are a horrible friend!” he screamed.

Tears streamed down John’s cheeks. I hung my head low, my face
burning red. John’s voice crackled with anger. John’s words hit home. I
knew what I had done wrong. I apologised profusely to the fuming John.
With mercy and sincerity, he eventually forgave me.
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Greed

That was how I let my greed get the better of me. I could still
recall the moment John’s words struck through my heart. I had felt
ashamed and embarrassed then. Till today, my conscience still haunts
me. I hope that greed will never get the better of me again.

A burnt child dreads the fire. I learnt that I shall not let greed
get the better of me again. In fact, John and I remained close friends
since that incident. I promised John that I would lead a more responsible
life from now on.

Djie Astria
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Greed
The room was decorated with colourful banners with the
words ‘Happy Birthday, Jack!’. Af ter admiring the place, Dean handed
Jack a huge present.

“Thanks, Dean!” Jack exclaimed.
Jack handed out a few invitations to his birthday party
a few days ago. Many of them turned up for the party.

Jack’s friends took his cue and started giving their
presents too.
Af ter having some light finger food, they headed to a
room to play some games.

“Oh right, I forgot to tell you this. Feel free to drink or
eat anything in the refrigerator,” said Jack to his friends.
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Greed
Dean asked whether they wanted some drinks. They all
agreed. Everyone rushed to the kitchen like a horde of prisoners set
free. There were different types of drinks in the refrigerator – Ribena,
green tea, ice lemon tea, blueberry tea to name a few.

Af ter grabbing their drinks, they ran back to the room.
Dean was the only one lef t behind. As he scanned the refrigerator, his
eyes landed on a box labelled, ‘Swensons’.

“It’s the cake,” he figured.
“Wouldn’t hurt to take a peek,” he wondered cheekily.
Turning around, he saw Jack’s mother busy preparing for
dinner. Hesitantly, he reached out for the box. Opening it, he took a
whiff of the cake.
“Ohhh…. It’s mango!” He licked his lips.
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